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INTRODUCTION 
If R= O,>o R, is an arbitrary non-negatively graded ring, then its dth 
Veronese subring is 
R’“’ = @ R.d. J 
j20 
These subrings are ring-theoretical correspondences to the Veronese 
embeddings in algebraic geometry. 
D. Mumford proved in [lo, Theorem l] that if R was the coordinate 
ring of a projective variety, then R (d) has only quadratic relations, for all 
sufli,ciently high integers d. In [S, Proposition 3(a)] this was generalized: 
For any connected commutative graded algebra R over a field k RCd) has 
only quadratic relations, for d B 0. In [4] it was proved that in fact RCd’ is 
a Priddy algebra (or an homogeneous Koszul algebra), and thus is enjoying 
a number of nice homological properties, for d$ 0. 
The major “geometric” result in this article is a continuation in this 
direction: such RCd) also are Golod-large-attached (Theorem 3.3) and thus 
are enjoying additional nice properties (Corollary 3.4). Quickly said, large 
and Golod homomorphisms generalize the factoring out of a non- 
zerodivisor x of degree 1 or of degree 32, respectively. R is Golod-large- 
attached if there is a sequence of epimorphisms, each being Golod or large, 
starting from a polynomial ring and ending at R. (Thus in some senses the 
Golod-large-attached rings generalize the complete intersections.) Inter 
alia, the Golod-large-attached rings have finite Iinitistic and A-dimensions. 
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As a preparation and also for its intrinsic interest, the relative rates of 
growth of the degrees of the non-vanishing homologies of epimorphisms of 
graded rings are studied in Section 1. Theorem 1 .l gives an upper estimate 
of this rate for the Veronese restrictions of such an epimorphismf: R -++ S 
in terms of the rates of growth for the homologies off and of R. The proof 
methods are essentially non-commutative, and therefore this section has a 
more general setting than the rest of the article. 
In Section 2 some properties of small, Golod, and large homomorphisms 
are collected, and related to Priddy algebras. 
In Section 3 the main results are proved, in two steps: By means of the 
results in Section 1 it is proved that for d big enough (given R), there is a 
large homomorphism p . (d’. jifd) --H Red) for a polynomial ring A; and it is 
proved that every Veronese subring of a polynomial ring is Golod- 
attached, by- (no. of variables) - 1 many Golod homomorphisms 
(Theorem 3.2). The latter result answers a question of Jan-Erik Roos 
concerning invariant rings in a special case. 
Remark. In this article we say that a ring, R, is Priddy, if R is a con- 
nected graded k-algebra, which has minimal rate of growth (as defined in 
Section l), i.e., if rate (R) = 1. As far as I know, the first one to study the 
rings with this explicit condition was S. B. Priddy [ 111. He called them 
“homogneous Koszul algebras,” as being a special case of his “Koszul 
algebras” (which includes, inter alia, all universal enveloping algebras of 
graded Lie algebras; see [ 11, Examples 2.21). Priddy’s homogeneous 
Koszul algebras are sometimes called Koszul algebras (droping the cum- 
bersome epithet); the terms “Froberg ring, ” “formal ring,” and “wonderful 
ring” have also occurred. Thus, “Koszul algebra” has at least three different 
meanings (including “a Koszul resolution with DGA structure”). I will use 
the term “Priddy ring,” since I feel it is adequate, and since the only other 
non-ambiguous term, “homogeneous Koszul algebra,” is long. 
1. RELATIVE RATES OF GROWTH 
In this section we consider a slightly more general situation. We assume 
that R= @,ao R, is a connected naturally graded k-algebra; i.e., that 
R0 ‘v k lies in the centre of R and that Rj= R{ for j> 1. However, we do 
not demand R to be commutative or finitely generated. 
Let S be another connected naturally graded k-algebra, and letf: R --H S 
be a surjective homogeneous k-algebra homomorphism. Then we may form 
the graded relative Tor-groups TorR(S, k),, ia 0. Clearly Tor”(S, k),= 0 
for j< i. A special case is E: R --H k, the augmentation. 
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Whenever the relevant k-spaces are finite-dimensional, the ordinary and 
the double relative PoincaSBetti series are defined as 
Pi(z) = f dim, Tor”(S, k)z', 
i=O 
and as 
P”,(z, y) = f. f dim, Torf(S, k)jziy’, 
i=o /=o 
respectively. We also set PR(z) = Pi(z) and PR(z, y) = P”,(z, y). 
Let 
q,,(i,f)=sup(jITor~(S,k),#Oorj=i), 
and let qO(i, R) = qo(i, E). Then we may define 
qo(i, f 1 rate(f) = sup ~ 
r>l i 1 i ’ 
rate(R)=s;;{qo~R~)-l~. 
(Please note that in general rate(R) #rate(s)! Also note that since in 
general Torc(S, k) and Torc(k, S) are fundamentally different, Pi and 
rate(f) depend in a somewhat arbitrary manner on our left-right choice.) 
If d > 2, then RCd) and SCd) are connected naturally graded k-algebras, 
and f induces an epimorphism f (d). RCd) + SCd’. We have the following . 
relation between the “absolute” rates [4, Theorem I]: if rate (R) < co, then 
rate(R) 
rate(RCd)) < ___ r 1 d . 
In a similar manner one may prove the following “relativization” of this. 
THEOREM 1.1. If f: R --H S is an epimorphism of connected naturally 
graded k-algebras, such that rate(R) < co, rate(f) < a3, and if d> 2 is an 
integer, then 
rate( f'"')< max(rate( R), rate( f )) 
d l- 
If the proof of this theorem were written out in full detail, it would be 
very lengthy. Since the proof is very similar to the proof of [4, Theorem 11, 
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the reader is referred to that proof. At the end of this section, the major 
modifications necessary in the proof are outlined. 
In general rate(f) and all rate(fCd’) indeed may be infinite. In the most 
interesting situation, however, they are finite: 
THEOREM 1.2. Iff. R ++ S is an epimorphism of noetherian commutative 
connected naturally graded k-algebras, then rate(f) < co. 
Proof Regard S as an R-module. Let M= S( - 1) be the suspension of 
S (so that A4j= S,- i). Then we may form the trivial extension R H M, and 
we obtain (cf. [S, Sect. 61) 
PRKM(Z, y)= pR(z7 y, 
1 - ZYP&, Y)’ 
Thus Torf(S, k), # 0 implies TorfJ”;u(k, k)j+, # 0, whence rate(f) < 
(R K M), which in finite by [ 1, Theorem 4.21. g 
COROLLARY 1.3. For such an f we have rate(fCd)) = 1 for d % 0. 
Sketch of Proof of Theorem 1.1. The reader who really is determined to 
work through all details may have use for the appendix of the present 
paper, which contains errata to [4]. (The others may safely skip the rest 
of Section 1.) 
The main difference from the proof of [4, Theorem I] is that the follow- 
ing lemma of Govorov is applied in a somewhat more general way than 
usual. 
LEMMA (Govorov [6, Lemma 1 I). Let A = T(V) be the (naturafly 
graded) tensor algebra over a k-space V, I = AVA the augmentation ideal in 
A, P G I a two-sided homogeneous A-ideal, R = A/P, and let A and B be an 
homogeneous right ideal and an homogeneous left ideal, respectively, such 
that PcAcIandPEBcI Then 
Tort,JA/A, A/B) = AP” n P”B/(AP”B+ Pm+‘) (m > Oh 
To&(/i/A, A/B) = AP”-‘B n P”‘/(AP”’ + P”‘B) (mZ1). 
Note that the equalities in the lemma respect he degrees. 
We are going to apply the lemma for (R, A/A, A/B) := (R, k, k), 
W, X k), (R’“), k, k), and (R (d) SCd) k). Take V := R,. Since f is , 
homogeneous and onto we may regard both R and S as quotients of T(V), 
with the quotient ideals P and Q, respectively. By the same kind of 
arguments and conventions as in [4] we obtain (for n > 1 and m = Ln/2 J): 
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Torz(k, k), N_ 
(ZP”)jn (PmZ)j/(ZPmZ),+ (P*+‘)j, n odd 
(ZP*-‘Z)jn (P”)j/(ZP”)j+ (P”Z)j, 
n even 
Torf(S, k)j 2: 
i 
(QP”),n (PmZ)j/(QPmZ)j+ (Pm+ l)j, n odd 
(QP”- ‘z)jn (f’“),l(QP”)j + (P”Oj, n even 
i 
(z’d’(P’d’)m)j n ( (P(d’)*z(d’)j/ 
Torf’d’(k, k), ‘v 
(z’d’(P’d’)mz’d’),+ ((P’“‘)““),, n odd 
(z’d’(P’d’)m- lz(d’)j I-J ((P’d’)“),/ 
(z’d’(P’d’)m)i +( (P’d’)“z’d’)j, n even 
and 
Tor,Rcd’(Scd’, k) N_ 
(Q’“‘( Pcd’)*), n (( Z’(d’)m Zcd’),/ 
(Q(d’(p’d’)mz(d’)j+ ((P’d’)m+‘)j, 
(Q(d’(P(d’)m ‘Zcd’), n ((Z”d’)m),/ 
(Q’d’(P’d’)m)j+ ((P’d’)mZ’d’),, 
n odd 
n even. 
Put c := max(rate(a), rate(f)). We want to prove that rate(fcd’) d 
rc/dl, i.e., that q,,(n, fed’) d rc/dln for n 2 1. Fix n and putj := rc/dln. We 
want to prove that Tor,R’d’ (Scd’, k), = 0 for t > 1 +j. Corresponding to [4, 
Theorem 31 and by means of Govorov’s equalities we may now rephrase 
the desired conclusion: Since Lj/n jd= rc/dld> c = max(rate(R), rate(f)) 
we have 
for p = 2, . . . . PI, 
for p = 1, . . . . n; 
and it is sufficient to prove that these conditions alone imply that for 
t2l+j 
if n=2m+l is odd. and 
(Q(d’(p(d))m- ll(d))r n ((PC”‘)“), = (Qcd’(Pcd’)“), + (Q’d’(P’d’)m)l 
if n = 2m is even. 
Let the subspaces XJde X$2e and ‘A’;$’ of the (k-space) X- for 
X= QP”, QPm- ‘I be dehneh in analogy with’[4, Definitions 8-13, 221271. 
(In particular, (QPm-‘Z)$4’= Q,,Zi_,, when m < 1.) Recall that here i is 
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the “length” (the T( V)-degree) of the subspace, S the position of the first 
“wanted” border, and d the distance between the wanted borders, while e 
and h specify which unwanted borders that already are “forbiden,” and 
which one is next in turn. (Since the Q’s always appear at the left extreme 
in our applications, we always have f= d below.) 
In analogy with the proof in [4], we note that (since Tor,R(S, k),d=O) 
the left side of (1) equals (QP”‘)$‘,“n (P”Z)$d~dn ((QP”Z)$d*l + 
(Z’,+ ‘)$‘x’), while the right side equals (QP”Z)$‘,‘+ (Pm+ ’):‘;““. This 
means that as in [4] there are a number of unwanted borders; we try to 
eliminate them one by one; and we have to make induction over a 
generalized statement complementing [4, Lemma 21: 
LEMMA 1.4. Let n, e, and i he positive integers, such that e < d; 
j:=L(i-l)/d]>,n; and 
qo(p,R)-l< f (p-l)d 1’1 
for p = 1, . . . . n. 
Then, if n = 2m + 1 is odd we have 
and correspondingly if n is even. 
We may concentrate on the odd case. 
As in [4], we may reduce the proof of (2) to the elimination of one 
border i’ := d+ hd+ e - 1, by regarding the various subspaces of I;, Zi., 
and IiS. as lattice elements. (Here i” = i- i’.) 
As I should have done in [4] (cf. the appendix), we must distinguish the 
extremal values of i’ from the others. If i’ is the smallest “allowed border” 
in i, i.e., if i’ = e - 1, then the term corresponding to this border is 
By use of the shearing property and in analogy to [4, Formula (40)] and 
the arguments in the appendix we may replace it by 
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Now apply [4, Lemma 21 on (PmZ)~:;~ii~4c~ ’ n (ZP~)~:;~~,~~~ ‘. We 
find that our term becomes 
where the fact that now the second subindex h is 0 instead of - 1 in the 
right side signifies that e - 1 indeed is not an allowed border any longer. 
If i’ is the largest possible border, in which case we must have 
i’ = (h + 1 )d+ e - 1 and i” = 1, we proceed similarly. We use induction 
over i on the statement (2) in order to deduce that 
In the non-extremal cases, we may rewrite the offending term as 
where the U’S are defined as in [4], while I++~ := (QPr)$dp and 
vZr := (P’)$“‘. Defining wi, . . . . w, and xi, . . . . x, analogously, we finally 
reduce the problem to the verification of 
(v,nx,)(u,nw,)c(QP”Z)~~~,+(P”+‘)~~;T, (3) 
(which is analogous to [4, Formula (62)]). 
As in [4] there are various subcases, depending on the relative sizes of 
s and t and on the parity of S. Only in the case where s = t [4, Lemma 21 
and the inductive hypotheses of Lemma 1.4 must be applied. In that case 
we may put s”:=n-s+l and h ’ :=j-h-2. Then h=L(i’- 1)/d] and 
h”=L(i”-f”- l)/dj (where f”=d-e+ 1). Furthermore we have 
CLAIM. Z’l <sdn- 1, then 
Proof: Note that s + (s” - 1) = II and that (h + 1) + h” =j, and proceed 
as in the proof of the corresponding claim in [4], mutatis mutandis. m 
Now proceed in analogy with [4], in order to prove (3) and thus 
Theorem 1.1. 
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2. SMALL, GOLOD, AND LARGE HOMOMORPHISMS 
From now on the graded ring R is assumed to be a noetherian com- 
mutative connected naturally graded algebra over the ground field k. 
Let f: R -++ S be an epimorphism of such rings. Let Y, be a minimal 
R-free algebra resolution of k, with R-degree homogeneous algebra 
generators, and put U, = SoR Y,. Then we may identify Tot$(S, k) with 
H,( u). 
Finally, let m = R, = eia i R, be the augmentation ideal of R. 
Following [2] we say that f is small, or equivalently that Kerf is small, 
if one of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied: 
(i) f, = Tor{(k, k) is injective; 
(ii) f* = Extf*(k, k) is surjective; 
(iii) Z(U+)GmU,+dU,. 
Recall that (by [2, Lemma 3.8(b)] subideals ofsmalZ ideals are small. 
If rr: R -++ R/m2 is the ordinary epimorphism, we have that Im rc* is 
the connected subalgebra of Extg(k, k) generated by Ext’. Thus and by 
[9, Theorem 1.21 we have 
m2 is small o n* is surjective o Extk(k, k) generates Extg(k, k) 
o R is Priddy. 
Thus, if R is Priddy and KerfE: m2 then f is small. Conversely, if f is 
small then Kerfsm*, even if R is not Priddy, since Tor{(k, k): 
Torp(k, k) -H Torf(k, k) is injective exactly if KerfEm’. We obtain the 
following 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume given f: R -++ S as above, where in addition R is 
Priddy. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
f is small; 
Kerfc m2; 
Tor”(S, k)i = 0 for all i 3 1. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Roughly following [Z] we say that f: R + S is Golod if (e.g.) one of the 
following equivalent conditions holds: 
(i) f is small, and PJz) = PR(z)/( 1 - z(Pi(z) - 1)); 
(ii) fis small, and P,(z, y) = P,(z, y)/(l -z(Pg(z, y)- 1)); 
(iii) fis small, and there is a system of trivial Massey operations on 
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H+(U.), in the following sense: There is an homogeneous k-basis B= B, 
for H, (U.), and for each positive integer Y there is an application 
r copies 
such that {y(h)} =h for all he B, and that 
for all r > 2 and all hr , . . . . h, E B. (Here the overline sign function is defined 
by U=(-l)‘+‘u for ueUi.) 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume given f: R + S as above, where in addition R is 
Priddy. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
S is Priddy, too, and f is Golod; (7) 
TorF(S,k)j=O forall i3 1, j#i+ 1. (8) 
ProoJ: This is essentially a part of [S, Theorem 71. 
Roughly following [7] we say thatf: R + S is large if any of the follow- 
ing equivalent conditions holds: 
(i) f* is surjective; 
(ii) f * is injective; 
(iii) PR(z) = Pz(z)P,(z); 
(iv) PAZ, Y) = P”,(z, Y)Ps(z, y). 
Only the equivalence (i) o (iii) might deserve some comments. Condi- 
tion (i) is condition 1 of [7, Theorem 1.11, while (iii) seemingly is weaker 
than condition 2 of this theorem, namely: For any finitely generated 
S-module M, considered as an R-module viaf, 
Pf(z) = Ps”(z) P;(z). (9) 
Thus clearly (i) o 2 + (iii). 
In the proof of his theorem, part “2 + 4,” Levin actually shows that if a 
finitely generated S-module M satisfies (9) then Tor:(M,k) + Tor:(M, k) 
(induced by f) is onto. Thus indeed (iii) * (i) follows, by taking M := k. 
Note that obviously compositions of large epimorphisms are large. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let J R ++ S be an epimorphism of Priddy rings. Then f is 
large ijjf rate( f) = 1. 
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Proof: By (iv) we have: f large CJ P”,(z, y) = P,(z, y)/Ps(z, y) * the 
z’yj-coefficients in P”,(z, y) all are zero for i # jo rate(f) = 1. Conversely, 
if only z’y’-coefficients may be nonzero, then by the Euler characteristic 
argument 
PAZ) 
Ps(z)=PS,(-1, -.z)=Hilb,(-z)P,(-1, -z)=- 
Pdz) 
whence by (iii)fis large. 
Next we assume that R is m-tuply graded, R = ei R, (sum over multiin- 
dices i = (ir, . . . . i,) (i, , . . . . i, 3 0), respecting the k-space structure and the 
multiplication in the obvious sense), in such a way that the first degree is 
the natural degree: Ri= R,; ,*,,.,,* ); and that R(, ,_,,, 0) = R(, ,*,,.,,*) = k. Then 
RC,,,,,,,,,, is a naturally graded k-connected (in general non-trivial) sub- 
algebra of R. Factoring out the other multihomogeneous components (i.e., 
the ideal @i:r2+ +jmal Ri) yields an epimorphism rc: R -H R,,,, ,,_,, 01, 
which is homogeneous in the natural gradings. Actually, n makes R(.,,,..,,,, 
an algebra retract of R, whence by [7, Theorem 2.31 we have 
LEMMA 2.4. The projection IC: R ++ R(,,, ,,,,, ,-,, (as defined above) is large. 
Now let us turn to the properties of Golod-large-attached rings. The 
finitistic dimension of R is defined to be 
fgldim R 
= sup { n E N 1 There is an R-module M with projective dimension n }. 
The k-dimension generalizes the concepts of noetherianness (IV-dim = 0) 
and coherence (I- - dim < 1). An r-presentation of an R-module M is an 
exact sequence 
where the F, are free finitely generated R-modules. IV-dim R 6 n if every 
R-module M with an n-presentation has an (n + l)-presentation. 
We may represent R as a quotient of a polynomial ring i? with the same 
embedding dimension: i? 2 R. Let Ext$* denote the co-algebra kernel of 
the induced epimorphism 
Ext,*(k, k): Ext;(k, k) --H Ext%(k, k), 
with its induced Hopf algebra structure. (Actually, if g is the graded Lie 
algebra of Ext*,(k, k), then Extz2 N U( @ iSz g;).) 
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By the graded versions of [ 12, Theorem 5 and Remark 1 thereof] we 
have 
THEOREM (J.-E. Roos). Assume that R can be reached by a sequence of 
Golod maps from a polynomial ring i?, say 
R-+R,+ ... ++R,=R. 
Then we have 
(i) fgldim Extz(k, k) <s, 
(ii) A-dim Extz(k, k) ds, 
(iii) gldim Extz2 6 s. 
(In a few words, the idea of the proof is the following: Let q(o) denote 
any one of the quantities fgldim Ext.*(k, k), A-dim Ext.*(k, k), or 
gldim Ext.‘*. Then we have 
(i) If iT is regular, then q(j?) = 0; and 
(ii) Zf R ++ S is Golod and q(R) < co, then q(S) <q(R) + 1.) 
Now suppose that f: R --H S is large. Dualizing the surjectivity of 
Tor/,(k, k) we find that Extf(k, k) is a monomorphism of Hopf algebras; 
likewise the induced Hopf algebra morphism 
Ext,?*: Extg* -+ Ext$’ 
is mono. By [ 12, Theorem 43 and similarly we obtain 
If R --H S is large and q(R) < co, then q(S) d q(R). 
Summing up, we may reline the theorem above: 
THEOREM 2.5 (Implicitly J.-E. Roos). Assume that R is Golod-large- 
attached by a sequence 
- fl R---w . ../. R, 
where w is a polyomial ring and where s of the f,‘s are Goiod (and the rest 
are large). Then we have 
(i) fgldim Ext,*(k, k) ds, 
(ii) A-dim Extg(k, k) d s, and 
(iii) gldim Extz2 <s. 
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3. “HIGH" VERONESE SUBRINGS ARE “GOLOD-LARGE-ATTACHED" 
We still assume that R is a noetherian commutative connected naturally 
graded algebra over the ground field k. Thus R N k[x,, . . . . x,1/a for some 
homogeneous ideal a c (x, , . . . . x,)* in the polynomial ring in a basis 
x, > .. . . x, for R,. Consider the projection p: k[x,, . . . . x,] --H R. By 
Corollary 1.3 we have rate (p’“‘) = 1 for db 0. By [4, Theorem 21, both 
kCx1, . . . . x,] and Red) are Priddy for d $0. Thus Lemma 2.3 applies, and 
we obtain: 
THEOREM 3.1. pcd’: k[x,, . . . . x,,](~) + Red) is large for d$O. 
Thus it is sufficient o show the following theorem in order to obtain our 
major result. 
THEOREM 3.2. The Veronese subring k[x,, . . . . x,,](~) of the polynomial 
ring is Golod-attached by n - 1 Golod homomorphisms. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be a noetherian commutative connected naturally 
graded algebra over a field k. Let n be the embedding dimension of R. Then 
Red) is Golod-large-attached for d 9 0, with a sequence of n - 1 Golod 
homomorphisms and one large homomorphism. 
By means of Theorem 2.5 then we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.4. Given an R as above we have for d $0 that 
(i) fgldim Ext&)(k, k) 6 n - 1, 
(ii) A-dim Ext&)(k, k) <n - 1, and 
(iii) gldim Ext $:I d n - 1. 
Remarks. Theorem 3.2 partially answers positively a question by J. E. 
Roos, which he originally posed in a different situation. If k possesses a
primitive dth root of unity 5, k[x,, . . . . x,](~) is precisely the invariant sub- 
ring iT” of iT := k[xl, . . . . x,], where H is the d-element multiplicative cyclic 
group { 1, t, . . . . rdp ’ >, when this group operates on ii by the simple rule 
5’(x) = (“x for XE Ej 
Roos asked whether or not the invariant subring i?” of any group 
representation of a finite group G must be Golod-attached. He notes that 
(at least when k = C) invariant rings k[xl , x1]’ are always Golod [private 
communication], In particular, this yields Theorem 3.2 above in the special 
case k = C, n = 2, 
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If the characteristic char k#2, then the group Z/22 only has one 
non-trivial indecomposable representation, given by 5 = - 1. From this 
it is easy to deduce that given a Z/2Z-action containing Y non-trivial 
components, and with a suitable choice of basis x,, . . . . x,, we obtain 
the invariant ring k[x,, . . . . x~]~‘*~ =k[x,, . . . . x,1(*) [x,, 1, . . . . x,]. This is 
Golod-attached by Theorem 3.2 and since “R -++ S Golod” implies 
“R[X] + S[X] Golod” [3, fact (12)]. Thus indeed we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.5. If char k#2, then the invariant ring of any Z/22- 
action on k[x,, . . . . x,] is Golod-attached. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Put i? := k[xl, . . . . x,] and S:=k[XiliE,, where I= {i=(i,,...,i,)/l< 
i,< . . . ,< id < n}. We have in a natural way an epimorphism 71: S + R(d), 
given by 7c(Xi) = xi, . . xb. 
Let us call a quadratic binomial XiXj - Xi,Xj, an (i, j)-exchange, if i < j 
and if we obtain (i’, j’) from (i, j) by “moving” an i from i to j’ and a j from 
j to i’. 
(Formally, we demand that there are tl, p, y, and 6, such that i, = i, 
j,=j, i,<j<i,+, (or r=d), and j,-, < i<js (or 6 = 1 ), and that 
i = (il , . . . . id), j = (j,, . . . . jd), i’ = (il , . . . . i,, . . . . i,, j, . ..). and j’ = (..., i, jg, ,.., 
&sp, ..., jd.1 
Clearly each exchange XiXj - Xi,Xj, belongs to b := Ker 71, and in fact b 
is generated by all these exchanges. 
For m = 1, . . . . n, let b(m) be the ideal generated by all (i, J-exchanges, 
such that i<j<m, and let S(m):=S/b(m). Thus O=b(l)cb(2)z ... c 
b(n) = b, and correspondingly we obtain a sequence of n - 1 epimorphisms 
s= S(1) --%b S(2) ---%+ . . Rn, S(n) N p, (10) 
The idea is to prove simultaneously by induction on m that all the S(m) 
are Priddy and all the g, are Golod; clearly this yields the theorem. 
However, in order to make the idea work I found it advisable somewhat 
to generalize the hypothesis of induction. 
Each S(m) has the same set of generators as S does, but it has two dif- 
ferent kinds of indices: the commuting indices 1, . . . . m and the non-commut- 
ing indices m + 1, . . . . n. The commuting indices define an m-tuple grading, 
deg = (deg,, . . . . deg,), where deg, counts the well-defined number of 
occurrences ofj in the index d-tuples of the factors of a monomial in S(m). 
The non-commuting indices of course also define degrees correspondingly, 
but actually they define a much more precise structure. In fact, let us say 
that Xi is of the type (i,, . . . . id) if 16add and i,-,<m<i, (or corre- 
spondingly for the extremal values of a). Then each type defines a type- 
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degree that counts the (well-defined) number of factors of this type within 
a monomial of S(m). 
A variable Xi of type (i,, . . . . id) has CI - 1 commuting indices; we say that 
the length of the type is a - 1. There are ( “;‘T’) different variables of a 
fixed type of length I, depending on the commuting indices i,, . . . . i,. 
Actually, in order to describe the algebra structure of S(m) we may safely 
forget how the types were defined, if we just recall how many types of each 
different length there are. Thus we may generalize S(m) to the following 
concept: 
DEFINITION. The commutative connected naturaly graded k-algebra 
B is called an m-ring (where m 2 1) if B, has a basis 
K;j,,... Yt s .Jl(r) I n+ll<j~i -..<jji(,)‘rm (for some s > 0 and some l(n + l), . . . . 
Z(n + s) E (0, . . . . d)), and as relations has the (i, j)-exhanges (for 1~ i < 
j < m), defined in the obvious way. 
We now may choose the following inductive hypothesis: 
All m-rings are Priddy and are Golod-attached by m - 1 
Golod homomorphisms. (11) 
For m = 1 B is a polynomial ring and ( 11) is obvious. 
For the induction step, let us introduce the generalizations of S(m - 1) 
and of g,. Thus, let A be the (commutative connected etc.) algebra on the 
same generators Xrij ,,,,., j ,,, as B, but with only the (i, j)-exchanges with 
i <j < m - 1 for relations, and let g: A --++ B be the projection. g is a 
morphism of multigraded rings, where besides the natural grading, we con- 
sider the m “commuting” degrees deg,, . . . . deg, and the s type-degrees 
deg n+lr . . . . dw,+,. A is an (m - 1 )-ring and thus by induction is Priddy 
and Golod-attached by m - 2 Golod homomorphisms. Thus it is sufficient 
to prove that g is Golod and B is Priddy. Ker g is contained in the square 
of the augmentation ideal of A, whence by Lemma 2.1 g is small. Thus by 
(6) and lemma 2.2 all we have to prove is 
Torf( B, k), = 0 forall ibl, j>i+l. (12) 
Thus, let U, = U,, be a multihomogeneous minimal A-free k-resolution, 
where we may have chosen multihomogeneous variables 7’,;j,,,,.,i,~,I E U, I 
killing the A-generators: dT,,, ,,..., j cr, = X 1,J1,..., I,( ); and let Y,(=Y**)= 
B @A U,. Then Tor$B, k), N H,(U.),. 
Choose a multihomogeneous h E Hi( U.),, j > i + 2 > 3. We want to prove 
that h = 0. Assume the converse; then any multihomogeneous cycle in U, 
representing h is non-zero. 
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Order the A-algebra generator indices (t; j, , . . . . j,,(,) lexicographically: 
first by type, then by j,, and so on. 
For every cycle z representing h there are (in general many different) 
decompositions 
z= c x. I.II... .i,(i)Zr;i~.-..,i/c,i' (13) 
r;il.-..,i/crl 
where not all Zt;,l....,j,(,) may be zero. Of all such cycles and decompositions, 
pick one such that the (lexicographically) smallest index (t; j,, . . . . j,,,,) with 
z’ := Zr;jl....,,,(,j # 0 is as great as possible. The idea is to “correct” z by some 
boundary dw, w E Ui, lj, such that z - dw has a greater smallest non-zero 
index, and thus to achieve a contradiction. 
We shall distinguish two cases, depending on whether or not there are 
j,‘s less than m in t; j,, . . . . j,(,,. 
Case 1. jl<m- 1. 
Let C be the subring {aEAldeg,,+, a= +.. =deg,a=deg,+, a= ... = 
dm+.= 0} of A. Factoring out the elements of positive degree in any of 
the “forbidden” gradings yields a projection rr: A --H C, which is large by 
Lemma 2.4. Furthermore, Ker g is generated by the (c(, m)-exchanges, and 
each such exchange has deg, > 0. Thus the restriction g ( c is injective, and 
n factors through g: 
x=pag:A++B++C. 
Thus we have COA Y%C@.B@. YzC@~U; we regard these 
equivalences as equalities. I claim 
1 0 z’ E C@ U, _ , is a cycle. (14) 
For, to begin with, since dz = 0, 
Each non-trivial B-monomial term Xr;j,,,,,,,,r,bu (b monomial in BjPiPl, 
0 # u E U,,) on the left side of Eq. (15) must also occur within at least one 
of the terms ’ of the right side sum. That is, we must have 
xr;jl,..., j ,,,b = X,,; i ,..., ji,,,, b’ for SOme (t’; .A, -., j;(t)) > (t; j,, -., j,(,)) and SOme 
element (actually: some monomial) 6’ E Bj- ,~ 1. Then I claim that 
p(b) = 0. (16) 
If t’ # t this is clear, since then deg,, b = deg,, Xiii ,,,,,,,, (,,b = deg,. X,.;,; ,,__, ii,,b’ 
> 1. If t’= t, then let v be the smallest integer such that j, #j:; then 
4X1.146:1-? 
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j: >jy >j,. There are l(t) - v + 1 indices of X,,j;,.,,,ji,, belonging to 
{v + 1, . ..) I(t)), but at most E(t) - v such indices of X,; j,,.. ,j,c,,. Thus there is 
a 1~ {v+ 1, . . . . 4t)) such that deg, Xt;,i ,..., ji,,,>deg> Xr;jl,..., j/c,), whence 
deg, b > 1. 
Since (16) thus holds for each monomial term in dz’, (14) holds indeed. 
Next, note that the cycle 1 @z’ represents an element in 
H,(C@,U.),-,=Tor”(C,k),-,. But sincej-l>i and since rc is large, 
Lemma 2.3 yields that Torf(C, k),- i = 0. Thus 1 @z’ is a boundary: 
lQz’=dv,say,whereu~C~~Ui+,j~,.Letv”betheimageofuinUi+lj~, 
by the obvious embedding. Finally, put w = Xfij ,,,,,,,,,,, u”. 
Thus z-dw=X.. ,,,I ,..., j (,)(Z’ -dfi) + C(r’;j; ,..., ,ir,,,) > (r;jt ,..., j (,))Xr’; ji,..., ji,,,,zt’;ji ,..., I;(, ,2 
and each B-monomial term in z’ - dV has some positive deg,(j, <j < m) or 
deg,(t’ > t). Now we may reverse the arguments in the proof of (15) in 
order to show that X,;j ,,,,.,,, (,, times any such monomial may be written with 
a factor X,,;j; ,..., jic,,,, where (t’;j’,, . . . . ,jjcl.,) > (t;j,, . . . . jlcrj), and we are 
through. 
Case 2. j, = ... =jlclj = m (including the case I(t) = 0). 
This case is somewhat simpler, since then (t’; j;, . . . . j;,(.,) > (t; j,, . . . . jIct,) 
o t’ > t (because (t; m, . . . . m) is the lexicographically greatest possible 
index set of “type” t). Thus (15) yields that each B-monomial term in dz’ 
has positive type-degree for some type t’ > t. Hence we may take w := 
Tow, .. ..m z’. (Recall that dT,,, ,,,_, ,,, = X,;, ,,,_, ,,,.) Indeed then 
z - dw = T,;,,.,, dz’ + c xr’; j; ,..., ji,l)Zt'; jic,,, 
(f';ji ,.._. /;,,.)):I’> I 
yields the contradiction. 
To sum up, the contradiction proves that any h E H,(U.), (with 
j 3 i + 2 B 3) may be represented by 0, and thus that h = 0, proving (12) 
and thus by induction (1 l), of which Theorem 3.2 is a special case. 
APPENDIX: SOME CORRECTIONS TO [4] 
(Below all references are to results, pages, etc. in [4].) 
- Relax the conditions in Theorem 3, p. 8 1: assume j > n - 1 and 
n > 2. 
- Read c for = in formula (54), p. 92, 1.8. 
- In formula (60) (last line on p. 92), read: (/es side of the inequality 
(40)) E . . . . 
- Formula (40), p. 90, should be proved by direct applications of the 
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inductive hypotheses L( *, *, *, *) in the cases where i’ is the leftmost or the 
rightmost “allowed border,” i.e., when h = - 1 or i” = 1, respectively. 
If h = - 1, then i’ =f - d+ e - 1 and ‘(lPZ)~j?, = Zj(P”I)$‘34EP I, 
‘(pm+ ‘)f*; = pi.(p”),‘,“~d~‘p ‘, and (Ip”)fd-” n (pmZ)Fd.’ + (IpmQ$:’ + 
(pm + ‘)f$, g ~,,(~P”)~?‘+- ‘. Thus 
(left side of (40)) E (Zic(P”Z)$“~d3’ - ’ + P,.(P”)-(;:‘3d-‘- ‘) n Zi.(ZPm)$“~de- ’ 
= z;,((p”z){,;‘,“‘- 1 f-J (zpm)$;‘~d,e I) + pi,(zpm);:‘J+- ’ 
The second term is a subspace of (P m + ‘)i,$’ by the usual considerations. 
Now by the assumption L(n, e - 1, i”, f”) we have 
L,,((p”z)p’- J n (p)j;:‘+ 1) = &((p”z)“‘J+ ’ + (pm+ ‘)p+ ‘), I ” 
which c (ZP”Z)f$‘+ (Pm+‘)fce as usual. 
The case i” = 1 is handled similarly, applying the inductive assumption 
L(4 e, i’, f). 
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